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ABSTRACT

Video watermarking refers to the process of embedding authentic patenting information in to bit streams of videos. The authentication of the digital data has become the need of the hour in this digital era. This paper emphasizes the combined use of frequency domain and Boolean based secret sharing scheme for generating an authentication using watermarked video frames.
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1 Introduction

In the era of ubiquitous computing, the world turned to a global village and every need of the day is just at a finger touch away. Internet is playing significant role with large volumes of data being maintained in digital form. The authentication of the digital data has become the need of the hour in this digital era. Let it be medical field, general communication, Banking/Financial sector or in general in any digitized data management systems, the impact of significant and rapid growth of ICT is very high, this leading to the vast growth of digital media access and modification or alterations over group of connected systems. And hence protecting digital information with proper copyright has become inevitable.

In order to reap the benefits of easy distribution, saving and first of all efficient creation of digital multimedia, A digital watermarking technique has become an impending feature for Authentication. And such a technique needs to be transparent, should also resist the attacks which may dispose the watermark or exchange it with a new watermark. In other words strength of withstanding the common signal processing operations such as rotations, compressions and filtering etc should be very high.

Among the techniques of authentication for digital media in the form of image, the relatively new technology was required to solve the illegitimate manipulation and sharing problem of digital videos and this lead to the beacon of research in the area of video watermarking. Frame averaging, piracy attacks etc are general practice of attacks on videodata owing to inherent redundancies among frames and because of large quantity of information through videos.

Video watermarking refers to the process of embedding authentic patenting information in to bit streams of videos.

The embedding of author’s ADHAAR card number, or logo of his/her organization or images/text with some unique identification belonging to the author and so on can be done through watermarking.
using certain algorithms. The exponential growth of cyber crimes over the past decade is an easy measure to understand the demand for a legitimate authentication requirement of digital video data that is being shared through the network. It should also be noted that a video is an ordered set of image frames but also has an extra dimension in “time” which provides a remarkable adjustability and complexity for solution space as compared to that of Image watermarking.

Digital watermarking is more than just a decade old proposal to protect copyright information for multimedia documents. The videos generated could be of Internet uploaded, videos over wireless, or recorded over video phones or might have resulted because of some video conferencing event. But illegal/ illegitimate copying of or sharing of such video need to be curbed.

This paper emphasizes the combined use of frequency domain and Boolean based secret sharing scheme for generating an authentication using watermarked video frames.

The remaining paper is organized as section 2 gives an overview of related research work done on the bases of image as well as video watermarking, Section 3 presents the algorithm used by the authors, Section 4 gives the experimental results as carried out by the authors, Section 5 concludes the paper with section 6 giving information of required references for further study.

2 Related Work

Based on whether spatial pixel values are used for embedding and detection or alteration of spatial pixel values happened as per a pre-determined transform function, the approaches of video watermarking are categorized into spatial domain watermarking or transform domain watermarking respectively. Though easy to implement, spatial domain techniques are yet prone to attacks such as compression of videos. The disposing of watermarking in the spatial domain of a frame of any video makes transform domain technique more robust as compared to spatial domain technique.

The image watermarking algorithms makes use of image transforms such as Discrete Wavelet Transform, Discrete contourlet transform, or Discrete Cosine transform, of which the contourlet transform is capable of capturing the bi directional edges of the image at different scale. The different techniques opted by many researchers on video watermarking can be simply put in the following diagram Fig1.

![Figure 1: Techniques of video watermarking.](image)

Principle Component Analysis applied for blocks generated using DWT and watermark is embedded in to the maximum coefficient of principle component analysis blocks of two bands in the work carried...
out by Nisren & Yassin[10]. The work successfully shown robustness against many attacks such as i. Gaussian noise addition, ii. Gamma correction, iii. JPEG coding etc.

Prachi V, etal.. developed a robust low power scheme based on FPGA implementing invisible insertion of water marking and the experiment was carried out on VERTEX-6 FPGA using Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language.[11]

Research shows there are many piracy attacks possible on video data such as shown in the figure Fig2.

In one of the researches DWT method was implemented in which using shot segmentation technique initially the input video clip is partitioned in to non-overlapping segments known as shots.

Based on the relative importance played by each bit of the image, the image is embedded in to each segment of video. [12] proved that such process provides better results and high accuracy. [13] have developed a hybrid optimization technique by inserting unseen and vigorous watermark information in to the video stream. In [4] an audio water mark was embedded in to the video to provide authentication for the creator and the work was based on CWT & CS algorithm.

Where as LamRajab et al in [5] have worked on SVD transform based video watermarking. The SVD concept was so that each singular value indicates the luminance of an image layer which the corresponding pair of singular vectors specifies the geometry of the image layer and the frame image was further divided in to three matrices decomposed from one matrix.

These days a new proposal is being considered in which Researchers use watermarking combined with secret sharing. Two different shares of watermark image are created and these both shares need to be combined to get back the watermark image. Off these two shares one share is kept undisclosed and other share is used in embedding to give watermarked image. Young Chang worked on inserting watermark image in spatial domain and is called as asymmetric watermarking procedure. But Cropping, filtration etc attacks can make it vulnerable. Usage of JND to calculate scaling factor for embedding in the frequency domain was carried out by Shang-Lin Hsieh [14] but this method requires use of code book and also results in pixel expansion of images shared apart from low accuracy. Boolean operation based secret sharing was suggested as a solution for the above problem by the researchers.

![Figure 2: Piracy attacks on video data](Image)

### Proposed Idea

The process of embedding includes converting the host video clip in to number of video frames and a binary image is considered for watermarking. The sub band coefficients of the image are produced by applying DWT on Red channel of the watermark image. Water mark bits are embedded on the
calculated singular values. Initially the water mark is scrambled then SS scheme is applied to generate shares, of which one is used in embedding and the other one in retrieval process.

The authors follow the procedure shown in [6] and following algorithm is used to implement secret sharing scheme using threshold.

**Secret Sharing SCHEME USING THRESHOLD**

The algorithm for the SS scheme is shown below.

Algorithm: Probabilistic SS Scheme using Threshold

// Distribution Phase
Pre-condition: A secret image I of size M * N
Post-condition: Two Shares I1 and I2.

1. Generate random matrix I1
2. Populate share I2 according to the following rule.
   for i = 1 to M
   for j = 1 to N
   if (I(i, j) == 0)
     I1(i, j) = I2(i, j)
   else
     I2(i, j) = I1(i, j) ⊕ I2(i, j)
   end if
   end for
   end for

// Revealing Phase
Secret Image R = I1 ⊕ I2

The detailed algorithm for embedding and extracting watermark image is as follows:-

**A. Watermark embedding process:**

The following are the details of the algorithm

Algorithm: steps to carry out for Embedding Watermark.

Input : Host Video, Watermark (Binary) image WM(K×L).

Output : Watermarked Video(M×N).

Step1: The host video is used to extract video frames (VF1, VF2...VFn) of dimensions M×N, which need to be authenticated.

Step2: Consider any binary image of dimension K×L to be used for watermarking, call it as WM.

Step3: Extract the RED channel (R) from VFi.

Step4: Extract LL sub-band by applying DWT on R channel.

Step 5: Assortment of Watermark Image WM is done to get scrambled image which reduces Geometric attacks on the WM.

Step6: Using (2,2) SS scheme as explained later in this paper, Two shares of WM S1, S2 having same size are generated. Of these two shares S1 is undisclosed and S2 is considered for embedding.

Step7: A (K*L) size 1D matrix is generated by reshaping S2 and then the bipolar form of that matrix is considered for next steps.

Step8: 16 ×16 non overlapping blocks of LL Band is to be obtained.

Step9: For i=1 to M/16×N/16, do Step9.1 to Step 9.3
Step 9.1: U, S, and V values are obtained by applying SVD.

Step 9.2: $S_1 = S_1 + \beta*\text{watermark bit}$ formula is used for watermark embedding into singular value.
Where $\beta$ is the embedding factor

Step 9.3: Inverse SVD is applied by considering the modified S values.

Step 10: Inverse DWT is applied.

Step 11: The watermarked video frame is finally obtained by concatenating G and B channel with modified R channel.

B: Extraction of Watermark (WM) Process
The following are the details of the algorithm

Algorithm: steps to carry out for Embedding Watermark.

Input: Video frame extracted from the watermarked Video WMVF $(M \times N)$, Host video frame $V_F(M \times N)$, $S_1$ share $(K \times L)$.

Output: Watermark image WM $(K \times L)$.

Step 1: Watermarked video frame WMVF of size $M \times N$.
Step 2: LL Sub-Band is acquired applying DWT to R channel.
Step 3: Divide the LL Band into $16 \times 16$ non-overlapping blocks
Step 4: For $i = 1$ to $M/16 \times N/16$, do Step 4.1 to Step 4.2

Step 4.1: Obtain UW, SW, and VW values by applying SVD.
Step 4.2: Singular values are used to extract the share bits by using the following formula

\[
(SW_1 - S_1) > 0 \text{ then extracted share bit}=1
\]
Else 0

Step 5: Reshape the watermark into the size of $K \times L$.
Step 6: $S_1$ share and extracted share are XORed to get scrambled watermark.
Step 7: The original watermark can be obtained by descrambling the output of step 6.

Experimental Results
Initially, MATLAB based implementation was done to evaluate robustness of the idea. A watermark image of size 15x20 generating similar size secret shares watermarks is used for simulation purpose. Video in avi format of size 640x480(car.avi) with 200 frames is considered. In order to avoid Burst errors, row-column transformation method is used to scramble the secret share image. DWT and SVD techniques are used for embedding the shared image. DWT in watermarking is already a proven robust method as compared to DCT/DFT hence it is opted for this experiment.

The following figure shows the one example frame of video, watermark, generated secret shares and watermarked frame.
To measure the visual quality, Accuracy rate (AR) is used which is given in the following equation.

\[ AR = \frac{CP}{NP} \]  

(1)

Where NP is How many number of pixels are there in the Original image, and CP is the number of pixels that are matched in both the images. The following figure 4 shows the extracted watermark along with AR when no attack is applied to the frame of the avi video.

The following figure 5 shows the retrieved water mark after applying salt & pepper noise with the noise density of 0.04 in the watermarked image.

The following figure 6 shows the extracted watermark after applying resize attack with resize factor of 3.
The following figure 7 shows the extracted watermark after applying Gaussian noise to the watermarked image with sigma value of 1.

![Figure 7 Extracted after applying Gaussian noise](image)

The following figure 8 shows the watermark after applying cropping attack on the video watermarked image by 30 by 30.

![Figure 8 Extracted after applying cropping attack.](image)

The figure 8 above shows the watermark after applying compression with quality factor of 80

![Figure 9 Extracted after compression.](image)

The following figure10 shows the watermark after applying sharpening attack.

![Figure 10 Extracted after sharpening attack](image)

The following figure11 shows the watermark after applying motion blur attack.

![Figure 11 Extracted after motion blur attack.](image)

## 5 Conclusion

In this work, a novel approach based on frequency domain and Boolean based secret sharing scheme for generating an authentication using watermarked video frames is successfully implemented and also it is observed that the procedure holds good with respect to all the attacks possible on video data such as salt&pepper noise, Resize attack, Gaussian noise, cropping attack compression, sharpening attack and also motion blur attack. The experiments are performed as follows:
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